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11 Introduction
In this paper, we consider a bi-quadratic optimization problem of the form
min
8
<
:
p(x;y) :=
n X
i;k=1
m X
j;l=1
aijklxiyjxkyl : (x;y) 2 n  m
9
=
;
; (1.1)
where
d :=
(
x 2 Rd
+ :
d X
i=1
xi = 1
)
is the standard simplex and Rd
+ = fx 2 Rd : x  og denotes the non-negative orthant in d-
dimensional Euclidean space Rd. Without loss of generality, we assume the coecients aijkl in
(1.1) satisfy the following symmetric property:
aijkl = akjil = ailkj for i;k = 1; ;n and j;l = 1; ;m:
In case that all aijkl are independent of the indices j and l, i.e., aijkl = bik for every i;k =
1; ;n, then the original problem (1.1) reduces to the following Standard Quadratic Optimiza-
tion Problem (StQP)
min
8
<
:
n X
i;k=1
bikxixk : x 2 n
9
=
;
; (1.2)
which is known to be NP-hard. StQPs of the form (1.2) are well studied and occur frequently
as subproblems in escape procedures for general quadratic optimization, but also have manifold
direct applications, e.g., in portfolio selection and in the maximum weight clique problem for
undirected graphs. For details, see e.g. [3, 4, 14, 15, 16] and references therein.
On the other hand, if we x x 2 Rn in (1.1), then we arrive at a StQP
min
n
y>Q(x)y : y 2 m
o
; (1.3)
where Q(x) =
hPn
i;k=1 aijklxixk
i
1j;lm
is a symmetric, possibly indenite m  m matrix.
Similarly, if we x y 2 Rm, then we have a StQP
min
n
x>R(y)x : x 2 n
o
; (1.4)
where R(y) =
hPm
j;l=1 aijklyjyl
i
1i;kn
is a symmetric n  n matrix. Since problem (1.1) is so
closely related to standard quadratic optimization, we call it a Standard Bi-Quadratic Optimiza-
tion Problem, or a Standard Bi-Quadratic Program (StBQP).
2Note that the StBQP (1.1) is dierent from bi-quadratic optimization problems over unit
spheres in [12, 22]. The latter problem arises from the strong ellipticity condition problem in
solid mechanics and the entanglement problem in quantum physics; see [7, 8, 9, 11, 17, 18, 21]
and the references therein. A StBQP should also be not confused with a bi-StQP, which is
a special case of a multi-StQP, a problem class studied recently in [6, 19]. In bi-StQPs, the
objective is a quadratic form, while the feasible set is a product of simplices, as in (1.1). Both
StBQPs and bi-StQPs fall into a larger class investigated by [20]. Since the latter paper deals
with general smooth objective functions, while we here make heavy use of the detailed structure
of bi-quadraticity, there is no overlap of these two approaches.
Denote A := [aijkl]ijkl, then A is a real, partially symmetric n  m  n  m-dimensional
fourth order tensor. In terms of A, the matrices Q(x) and R(y) can also be written as Axx>
and yy>A, respectively. So, it is clear that the objective function in (1.1) can be written briey
as
p(x;y) = (Axx>)  (yy>) = (yy>A)  (xx>);
where X Y stands for usual Frobenius inner product for matrices, i.e., X Y = tr(X>Y ). Note
that the problem of nding minimizers of a non-homogeneous bi-quadratic function (Axx>) 
yy> + x>Hy over n  m can be easily homogenized by introducing a new fourth order
partially symmetric tensor  A with  aijkl = aijkl+(hij +hkj +hil+hkl)=4, where hij is the (i;j)th
element in H. Indeed, since
Pn
k=1 xk = 1 and
Pm
l=1 yl = 1, we have
(  Axx>)  yy> = (Axx>)  yy> +
1
4
n X
i;k=1
m X
j;l=1
(hij + hkj + hil + hkl)xiyjxkyl
= (Axx>)  yy> +
n X
i=1
m X
j=1
hijxiyj:
Furthermore, it is easy to verify that the global/local solutions of (1.1) remain the same if A
is replaced with A + E, where  is an arbitrary constant and E is the all-ones tensor with the
same structure as A. So, without loss of generality, we assume henceforth that all entries of A
are negative.
For the above-mentioned reason, the considered problem (1.1) is NP-hard. Therefore, de-
signing some ecient algorithms for nding approximative solutions and bounds on the optimal
value of (1.1) are of interest. In order to get rid of the sign constraints x  o and y  o,
however, in this paper we focus attention on studying a bi-quartic formulation of (1.1) and some
properties related to this reformulation.
Our paper is organized as follows. After motivating our study by an application example in
3portfolio selection in Section 2, we rst study the rst and second-order optimality conditions
of the original problem and the related bi-quartic optimization problem in Sections 3 and 4. In
Section 5 we discuss the one-to-one correspondence between the global/local solutions of (1.1)
and the global/local solutions of the reformulation. The obtained results show that the bi-
quartic formulation is exactly equivalent to the original problem (1.1). Furthermore, we present
in Section 6 a continuously dierentiable penalty function, by which we convert the problem
of locating a local/global minimizer of the constrained bi-quartic program into the problem of
locating a local/global solution to an unconstrained optimization problem. This yields a method
for nding second-order KKT points of the formulated bi-quartic optimization problem.
Some words about notation. The j-th component of a column vector x 2 Rn is denoted by
xj while the (i;j)-th entry of a real mn matrix A 2 Rmn is denoted by Aij. For any matrix
A and a fourth order tensor A, respectively, kAkF and kAkF denote the Frobenius norm of A
and A, respectively, i.e.,
kAkF =

tr(A>A)
1=2
and kAkF =
v u u
t
n X
i;k=1
m X
j;l=1
a2
ijkl;
where tr() denotes the trace of a matrix. Sn denotes the space of real symmetric nn matrices.
For A 2 Sn, A  0 (resp: A  0) means that A is positive-semidenite (resp. positive denite).
Sn
+ denotes the cone of positive-semidenite matrices in Sn. In stands for the n  n identity
matrix and ek stands for its k-th column, while o or e denote generic vectors of zeroes or ones,
respectively, of a size suitable to the context. Also, the sign > denotes transpose. Finally, given
the numbers z1;:::;zn, we denote by Diag(z1; ;zn) 2 Sn the nn diagonal matrix containing
zi in its diagonal.
2 Motivation: application in portfolio selection
According to Markowitz's well-known mean-variance model [14], the general single-period port-
folio selection problem can be formulated as a parametric convex quadratic program. As an
application example of the bi-quadratic program (1.1), we present a slightly more involved
mean-variance model in portfolio selection problems, which can be converted into a bi-quadratic
optimization problem.
We consider the portfolio selection problem in two groups of securities, where investment
decisions have an inuence on each other. Assume that the groups consist of N and M securities,
4respectively. For the rst group of securities, denote by R
(1)
i the discounted return of the i-th
security (i = 1; ;N), and assume that it is independent of the relative amount xi invested
in the i-th security, but dependent on the amount yj invested in the j-th security of the second
group of security. Let R
(1)
i = 0
i + i1y1 +  + iMyM (i = 1; ;N), where 0
i is an random
variable with mean i, and ij (j = 1; ;M) are the random variables with mean zero. Here,
y = [y1; ;yM]> is the vector with yj being the amount invested in the j-th security of the
second group of securities. Then, the return of a portfolio on the rst group of securities is a
random variable dened by
R(1) =
N X
i=1
R
(1)
i xi =
N X
i=1
0
i xi +
N X
i=1
M X
j=1
ijxiyj
and its expected value is E(R(1)) = >x, where  = [1; ;N]> and x = [x1; ;xN]>. By
similar reasoning, we obtain the return of a portfolio on the second group of securities as
R(2) =
M X
j=1
R
(2)
j yj =
M X
j=1
0
jyj +
M X
j=1
N X
i=1
jixiyj;
where 0
j; ji (i = 1; ;N;j = 1; ;M) are random variables. It is easy to see that the
expected value E(R(2)) = >y, where  = [E(0
1); ;E(0
M)]>. It is clear that the total return
of the portfolio on the two groups of securities is R = R(1)+R(2). We assume that 0
i , ij, 0
j and
ji are independent of each other for i = 1; ;N and j = 1; ;M. Under this assumption,
we know that the variance of R is Var(R) = Var(R(1)) + Var(R(2)).
Let B1 and B2 be the variance tensors of the random matrices  = (ij) and   = (ji)
respectively, and Q1 and Q2 be the variance matrices of the random vectors 0 = [0
1; ;0
N]>
and 0 = [0
1; ;0
M]>, respectively. We assume that no security may be held in negative
quantities, i.e., xi  0 for every i = 1; ;N and yj  0 for every j = 1; ;M. Then, given a
set of values for the parameter  as well as B1, B2, Q1, Q2,  and , a generalized mean-variance
model can be expressed by
min (B1xx>)  yy> + (B2xx>)  yy> + x>Q1x + y>Q2y   
 
>x + >y

s:t:
N X
i=1
xi = a;
M X
j=1
yj = b; (x;y) 2 RN
+  RM
+ ;
where a and b stand for the total amount invested in the rst and the second group of securities,
respectively. It is evident that the above model can be rewritten equivalently as the form of
(1.1).
53 Optimality conditions for the StBQP
In this section we recall, for ease of reference, the rst and second-order necessary optimality
conditions of (1.1), which are standard in constrained optimization.
Since the constraints in (1.1) are linear, constraint qualications are met and the rst-order
necessary optimality conditions for a feasible point ( x;  y) to be a local solution to problem (1.1)
require that a scalar pair ( ;  ) exists such that
8
> > > > > <
> > > > > :

( y y>A) x

i +   = 0; for i with  xi > 0;

( y y>A) x

i +    0; for i with  xi = 0;

(A x x>) y

j +   = 0; for j with  yj > 0;

(A x x>) y

j +    0; for j with  yj = 0:
(3.5)
By (3.5), it follows that   =   =  p( x;  y), since
Pn
i=1  xi = 1 and
Pm
j=1  yj = 1. In other words,
the Lagrange multipliers are uniquely determined by ( x;  y).
Further, it is well-known that the second-order necessary optimality conditions for (1.1)
holds, i.e., if ( x;  y) is a local solution of problem (1.1), then there exists a scalar pair ( ;  ) such
that (3.5) holds and furthermore
0 
2
4 u
v
3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4 u
v
3
5 for all [u>;v>]> 2 T ( x;  y); (3.6)
where
T ( x;  y) =
8
<
:
[u>;v>]> 2 Rn+m :
X
i2I( x)
ui = 0 and ui = 0 8 i 62 I( x) ;
X
j2J( y)
vj = 0 and vj = 0 8 j 62 J( y)
9
=
;
with I( x) = fi = 1; ;n :  xi > 0g and J( y) = fj = 1; ;m :  yj > 0g.
4 Bi-quartic formulation of the StBQP
In this section, we propose a bi-quartic formulation of (1.1) and study its rst and second-order
necessary optimality conditions. Based upon this, we discuss the one-to-one correspondence
between the global/local solutions of (1.1) and the global/local solutions of the formulated bi-
quartic optimization problem. Our main technique used here is similar to that developed in [5].
6To get rid of the sign constraints x  o and y  o, we replace the variables xi and yj with z2
i
and w2
j, respectively. Then the conditions
Pn
i=1 xi = 1 and
Pm
j=1 yj = 1 become kzk2 = 1 and
kwk2 = 1, respectively, where kk denotes the Euclidean norm. Therefore, the original problem
(1.1) can be rewritten as
min
8
<
:
g(z;w) :=
n X
i;k=1
m X
j;l=1
aijklz2
i w2
jz2
kw2
l : kzk2 = kwk2 = 1; (z;w) 2 Rn  Rm
9
=
;
: (4.7)
Since aijkl < 0 for all i;j;k;l, Problem (4.7) is equivalent to
min

g(z;w) : kzk2  1; kwk2  1; (z;w) 2 Rn  Rm	
: (4.8)
4.1 Optimality conditions for the bi-quartic problem
In this subsection, we study the rst and second-order optimality conditions of (4.7).
Let
Bjl = [aijkl]1i;kn (j;l = 1; ;m) and Cik = [aijkl]1j;lm (i;k = 1; ;n)
be n  n matrices and m  m matrices, respectively. Let Z = Diag(z1; ;zn) and W =
Diag(w1; ;wm). Then the objective function g(z;w) in (4.7) can be written as
g(z;w) =
m X
j;l=1

z>ZBjlZz

w2
jw2
l =
n X
i;k=1

w>WCikWw

z2
i z2
k:
Let B(z) =
 
z>ZBjlZz

1j;lm and C(w) =
 
w>WCikWw

1i;kn. Then we further have
g(z;w) = w>WB(z)Ww = z>ZC(w)Zz:
Based upon the expression for g(z;w) above, it follows, by a direct computation, that
rzg(z;w) = 4ZC(w)Zz and rwg(z;w) = 4WB(z)Ww: (4.9)
Hence r2
zzg(z;w) = 8ZC(w)Z +4Diag[C(w)Zz], r2
wwg(z;w) = 8WB(z)W +4Diag[B(z)Ww]
and
r2
zwg(z;w) = 16
2
6 6
6 6
6
4
z1
Pn
k=1 z2
kw>WC1kW
z2
Pn
k=1 z2
kw>WC2kW
. . .
zn
Pn
k=1 z2
kw>WCnkW
3
7 7
7 7
7
5
; (4.10)
7which together form
r2g(z;w) =
2
4 r2
zzg(z;w) r2
zwg(z;w)

r2
zwg(z;w)
> r2
wwg(z;w)
3
5 : (4.11)
Let ( z;  w) be an optimal solution to (4.7). Since constraint qualications are met, the rst-
order optimality conditions are necessary, so we know that there exist  ,   2 R such that
8
<
:
rzg( z;  w) + 2  z = o;
rwg( z;  w) + 2   w = o;
(4.12)
which implies, together with (4.9), that the KKT conditions are equivalent to
8
<
:
2  ZC( w)  Z z +   z = o;
2  WB( z)  W  w +    w = o:
(4.13)
From (4.13), it holds that   =   =  2g( z;  w). In other words, the Lagrange multipliers   and
  of (4.7) are uniquely determined by ( z;  w).
Now (4.10) implies that r2
zwg( z;  w) w = 16  ZC( w)  Z z and [r2
zwg( z;  w)]> z = 16  WB( z)  W  w.
Hence, by (4.11), we have
r2g( z;  w)
2
4  z
 w
3
5 = 28
2
4
 ZC( w)  Z z
 WB( z)  W  w
3
5: (4.14)
By this, we know that the rst-order optimality condition (4.13) can be rewritten as
 
r2g( z;  w) + 14 In+m

2
4  z
 w
3
5 = 0: (4.15)
It is well-known that the second-order necessary optimality conditions for problem (4.7)
involve the Hessian of the Lagrangian (recall that   =  2g( z;  w) =  ),
H ; ( z;  w) = r2g( z;  w) + 2 In+m =: H ( z;  w)
and require in addition to (4.15) that
2
4 z
w
3
5
>
H ( z;  w)
2
4 z
w
3
5  0 for all [z>;w>]> 2 Rn+m with  z>z =  w>w = 0: (4.16)
Based upon the obtained rst and second-order necessary optimality conditions of (4.7), we
may further study their properties. To this end, in the next subsection we will discuss the case
of general bi-homogeneous optimization over the two balls and the two spheres.
84.2 General bi-homogeneous optimization
In this subsection, we consider a general objective function g(z;w) which is homogeneous of
degrees rz  2 and rw  2 with respect to the variables z and w, respectively, and the problem
minfg(z;w) : kzk2 = 1;kwk2 = 1g (later, we shall specialize to our case rz = rw = 4). In this
case, the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian becomes
H ; ( z;  w) = r2g( z;  w) + 2
2
4  In 0
0  Im
3
5 ; (4.17)
and the second-order necessary optimality condition is
0 
2
4 z
w
3
5
>
H ; ( z;  w)
2
4 z
w
3
5 for all [z>;w>]> 2 Rn+m with  z>z =  w>w = 0: (4.18)
In the sequel of this subsection, we will study some properties with respect to the rst and
second-order optimality conditions. From the homogeneity assumption on g, it holds, by Euler's
identity, that
rzg(z;w)>z = rzg(z;w); rwg(z;w)>w = rwg(z;w) (4.19)
and
r2
zzg(z;w)z = (rz   1)rzg(z;w);
r2
wwg(z;w)w = (rw   1)rwg(z;w):
9
=
;
On the other hand, cross-dierentiating (4.19), it holds that
r2
zwg(z;w)w = rwrzg(z;w);

r2
zwg(z;w)
> z = rzrwg(z;w);
9
=
;
(4.20)
which implies
r2
zzg(z;w)z + r2
zwg(z;w)w = (rz + rw   1)rzg(z;w);

r2
zwg(z;w)
> z + r2
wwg(z;w)w = (rz + rw   1)rwg(z;w);
9
=
;
(4.21)
and, together with (4.11), that
r2g(z;w)
2
4 z
w
3
5 = (rz + rw   1)rg(z;w): (4.22)
Let ( z;  w) be a local solution to (4.8) with a general bi-homogeneous objective function g.
It is easy to see that still constraint qualications are met, so the KKT condition (4.12) for the
9considered problem holds, i.e.,
rzg( z;  w) + 2  z = o;
rwg( z;  w) + 2   w = o:
9
=
;
(4.23)
where we in addition know that    0 and    0 as the multipliers of inequality constraints. We
rst establish a uniqueness result for these multipliers under the stated problem assumptions.
Theorem 4.1 For any local solution ( z;  w) to (4.8) with a general bi-homogeneous objective
function g, the Lagrange multipliers satisfy   =  rz
2 g( z;  w)  0 and   =  rw
2 g( z;  w)  0.
Hence necessarily g( z;  w)  0. More precisely, we have either g( z;  w) = 0 or g( z;  w) < 0, in
which case kzk = kwk = 1, i.e., ( z;  w) is feasible for (4.7).
Proof. We distinguish cases. If  z = o and  w = o, then both constraints are not binding and
  =   = 0 =  r
2g(o;o) for any r > 0. If  z 6= o but  w = o, we infer from (4.23) and (4.19)
that   =   rz
2 z> zg( z;o) holds. However, by homogeneity in w we also have g( z;o) = 0, so
that again   =   = 0 =  r
2g( z;o) for any r > 0. The case  w 6= o but  z = o is completely
symmetric. So nally we have to deal with  z 6= o and  w 6= o. As above, (4.23) and (4.19)
imply that the multipliers are uniquely determined and given by   =   rz
2 z> zg( z;  w) as well
as   =   rw
2 w>  wg( z;  w). Hence we are done if g( z;  w) = 0, and we only have to prove that
g( z;  w) < 0 implies k zk = k wk = 1. But this is clear again from the homogeneity assumptions
on g, studying the behaviour of g(t z;  w) = trz g( z;  w) as t 2 R varies around t = 1.
By the expression (4.17) for H ; ( z;  w), one can now obtain
0
@H ; ( z;  w) + 2(rz + rw   2)
2
4  In 0
0  Im
3
5
1
A
2
4  z
 w
3
5
=
0
@r2g( z;  w) + 2(rz + rw   1)
2
4  In 0
0  Im
3
5
1
A
2
4  z
 w
3
5
= (rz + rw   1)
0
@rg( z;  w) + 2
2
4   z
   w
3
5
1
A
= o;
where the last equality is due to (4.23). Hence, unless [ z>;  w>] = o>, the matrix
H ; ( z;  w) + 2(rz + rw   2)
2
4  In 0
0  Im
3
5
10is singular.
For the general homogeneous problem with a single ball constraint, a second-order condition
has been proven in [5, Theorem 1]. The obtained conclusion establishes positive semideniteness
of the corresponding matrix; see also [2]. The following theorem extends [5, Theorem 1] to the
case of bi-homogeneous optimization over the product of two balls.
Theorem 4.2 Let ( z;  w) be a local solution to the problem
min

g(z;w) : kzk2  1; kwk2  1
	
;
where g is homogeneous of degrees rz  2 and rw  2 with respect to the variables z and w. Let
  =  rz
2 g( z;  w) and   =  rw
2 g( z;  w). Then
 := H ; ( z;  w) +
2
4
 
(2rz + rw   4)  + rz 

In 0
0
 
rw  + (rz + 2rw   4) 

Im
3
5  0: (4.24)
Proof. Let (z;w) 2 Rn  Rm be arbitrary and put
 =
8
<
:
 z>z
 z> z ; if  z 6= o
0; if  z = o
9
=
;
as well as  =
8
<
:
 w>w
 w>  w ; if  w 6= o
0; if  w = o
9
=
;
:
Then [z>    z>;w>     w>]> is the orthoprojection of [z>;w>]> onto  z?   w? and satises
 z>(z    z) =  w>(w     w) = 0. We have
H ; ( z;  w)
2
4  z
  w
3
5 =
0
@
2
4 r2
zzg( z;  w) r2
zwg( z;  w)

r2
zwg( z;  w)
> r2
wwg( z;  w)
3
5 + 2
2
4  In 0
0  Im
3
5
1
A
2
4  z
  w
3
5
=
2
4 r2
zzg( z;  w) z + r2
zwg( z;  w) w + 2  z


r2
zwg( z;  w)
>  z + r2
wwg( z;  w) w + 2   w
3
5
=
2
4 (rz   1)rzg( z;  w) + rwrzg( z;  w) + 2  z
rzrwg( z;  w) + (rw   1)rwg( z;  w) + 2   w
3
5
=
2
4  2 (rz + rw   2) z
 2 (rz + rw   2) w
3
5 ;
(4.25)
where the last equality follows from (4.12). Now obviously every local solution ( z;  w) to the
considered problem also is a local solution to the equality-constrained problem
minfg(z;w) : kzk = k zk; kwk = k wkg :
11Then, by (4.18) with obvious modications if k zkk wk = 0, it results from (4.25) that
0 
2
4 z    z
w     w
3
5
>
H ; ( z;  w)
2
4 z    z
w     w
3
5
=
2
4 z
w
3
5
>
H ; ( z;  w)
2
4 z
w
3
5 +
2
4  z   2z
  w   2w
3
5
>
H ; ( z;  w)
2
4  z
  w
3
5 :
=
2
4 z
w
3
5
>
H ; ( z;  w)
2
4 z
w
3
5 + 2
2
4 2z    z
2w     w
3
5
> 2
4  (rz + rw   2) z
 (rz + rw   2) w
3
5 :
Next we use (2z    z)> z = z> z and (2w     w)>  w = w>  w to arrive at
0 
2
4 z
w
3
5
>
H ; ( z;  w)
2
4 z
w
3
5+2
h
 z> z(rz + rw   2) +  w>  w(rz + rw   2)
i
: (4.26)
Now let us again distinguish cases: if g( z;  w) = 0, then by Theorem 4.1   =   = 0 and e  = H0;0
is positive-semidenite by (4.26), since z and w were arbitrary. If, however, g( z;  w) < 0, then
by Theorem 4.1 we know k zk = k wk = 1 so that  = z> z and  = w>  w. We continue (4.26) to
obtain
0 
2
4 z
w
3
5
>
H ; ( z;  w)
2
4 z
w
3
5 + 2(rz   2) 2 + 2(rw   2) 2 + 2
 
 rw +  rz

 : (4.27)
Moreover, from the fact that 2  kzk2, 2  kwk2 and 2  2 +2  kzk2 +kwk2, it follows
2(rz   2) 2 + 2(rw   2) 2 + 2
 
 rw +  rz


 2(rz   2) kzk2 + 2(rw   2) kwk2 +
 
 rw +  rz
 
kzk2 + kwk2
;
so that we derive from (4.27)
0 
2
4 z
w
3
5
>0
@H ; ( z;  w) +
2
4  cIn 0
0  dIm
3
5
1
A
2
4 z
w
3
5 for all (z;w) 2 Rn  Rm ;
where  c = (2rz + rw   4)  + rz  and  d = rw  + (rz + 2rw   4) , and the theorem is proved.
From the above theorem we immediately conclude
Corollary 4.1 Let ( z;  w) be a local solution to the problem
min

g(z;w) : kzk2  1;kwk2  1
	
;
12where g is homogeneous of degree r with respect to both the variables z and w. Then necessarily
g( z;  w)  0, and for   =   =  r
2g( z;  w)  0, we have
H ; ( z;  w) + 4 (r   1)In+m  0: (4.28)
In case of rz = rw = 4, for a local minimizer ( z;  w) of (4.8) and   =   =  2g( z;  w), we get
via (4.11), (4.10) and preceding relations, and dividing (4.28) by 4,
2
2
4
 ZC( w)  Z 2  G
2G>  WB( z)  W
3
5 + Diag
2
4 C( w)  Z z
B( w)  W  w
3
5 +
7
2
 In+m  0; (4.29)
where  G =
   W  C1  W  w; ;  W  Cn  W  w
> and  Ci =  zi
Pn
k=1  z2
kCik.
As mentioned in [5] for the single ball constraint case, in our proof of Theorem 4.2, the fact
that    0 and    0 is essential. For the general bi-homogeneous optimization over the product
of two spheres, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.3 Let ( z;  w) be a local solution to the problem
min

g(z;w) : kzk2 = 1;kwk2 = 1
	
;
where g is homogeneous of degrees rz and rw with respect to the variables z and w, respectively.
Then for   =  rz
2 g( z;  w) 2 R and   =  rw
2 g( z;  w) 2 R, we have that (4.23) holds and
e  := H ; ( z;  w) +
2
4 2(rz   2)  z z> ( rz +  rw) z w>
( rz +  rw) w z> 2(rw   2)   w w>
3
5  0: (4.30)
Proof. The assertion (4.23) is obviously true. Now we prove (4.30). By the same arguments
that lead to the proof of Theorem 4.2, we arrive at (4.26). Since  = z> z and  = w>  w here,
this inequality can be rewritten as
0 
2
4 z
w
3
5
>0
@H ; ( z;  w) +
2
4 2(rz   2)  z z> ( rz +  rw) z w>
( rz +  rw) w z> 2(rw   2)   w w>
3
5
1
A
2
4 z
w
3
5;
which implies that (4.30) holds. We complete the proof of the theorem.
If g( z;  w)  0 and minfrz;rwg  2, then (4.30) implies (4.24). Indeed, since k zk  1 and
k wk  1, we know that In    z z>  0 and Im    w w>  0, and also
2
4 In   z w>
  w z> Im
3
5  0:
13Consequently, it follows that
   e 
=  g( z;  w)
8
<
:
rzrw
2
4 In   z w>
  w z> Im
3
5 +
2
4 rz(rz   2)(In    z z>) 0
0 rw(rw   2)(Im    w w>)
3
5
9
=
;
 0;
since   =  
rzg( z; w)
2  0 and   =  
rwg( z; w)
2  0.
The following corollary comes immediately from Theorem 4.3.
Corollary 4.2 Let ( z;  w) be a pair of local solution for the problem of form
min

g(z;w) : kzk2 = 1;kwk2 = 1
	
;
where g is homogeneous of degree r with respect to both the variables z and w. Then for   =
  =  r
2g( z;  w) 2 R, we have that (4.13) holds and
H ; ( z;  w) + 2 
2
4 (r   2) z z> r z w>
r  w z> (r   2) w w>
3
5  0: (4.31)
In particular, if r = 4, then (4.31) becomes
r2g( z;  w) + 2 In+m + 4 
2
4  z z> 2 z w>
2 w z>  w w>
3
5  0; (4.32)
where r2g( z;  w) is as in (4.11).
5 Optimality conditions: relations among dierent formulations
In this section, we consider the one-to-one correspondence among solutions of the original prob-
lem and its bi-quartic formulation. For sake of convenience, let us dene the two transformations
x = T1(z) with xi = z2
i (i = 1; ;n) and y = T2(w) with yj = w2
j (j = 1; ;m), respectively.
Without loss of generality, we assume that z  o and w  o. We denote by z = T 1
1 (x) and
w = T 1
2 (y) the inverse transformation of T1 and T2, respectively, namely zi =
p
jxij for every
i = 1; ;n and wj =
p
jyjj for j = 1; ;m.
We readily see that the transformations x = T1(z), y = T2(w) and their (partial) inverse
z = T 1
1 (x), w = T 1
2 (y) are well-dened and continuous. Therefore, we have the following
result which can be shown by arguments similar to those employed for proving [5, Theorem 5].
14Theorem 5.1 Let ( x;  y) be a feasible solution to (1.1). Then ( x;  y) is a local solution to (1.1)
if and only if ( z;  w) =
 
T 1
1 ( x);T 1
2 ( y)

is a local solution to (4.7). Further, a point ( x;  y) is a
global solution to (1.1) if and only if ( z;  w) is a global solution to (4.7).
Theorem 5.2 Let ( x;  y) be a KKT point for (1.1). Then ( z;  w) =
 
T 1
1 ( x);T 1
2 ( y)

is a KKT
point for (4.7).
Proof. Since ( x;  y) is a KKT point for (1.1), it follows that there exist  ,   2 R such that (3.5)
holds. From the rst two expressions in (3.5) and the fact that xi = z2
i for i = 1; ;n, we
obtain from the complementarity conditions

[( y y>A) x]i +  

 zi = 0; for i = 1; ;n;
which implies
 Z( y y>A)  Z z +   z = o: (5.33)
Moreover, by the relation between  y and  w, it is easy to verify that R(y) =  y y>A = C( w).
Since   =  p( x;  y) =  g( z;  w), it is clear that the rst expression in (4.13) with   = 2  holds.
Similarly, we can prove that the second expression in (4.13) with   = 2  is also true. Therefore,
we obtained the desired result and complete the proof of the theorem.
The converse of Theorem 5.2 is not true in general; this follows from the related result for
quartic reformulations of StQPs [5].
Before we proceed to establish equivalence of the second-order optimality conditions, we
simplify the Hessian of the objective function p:
r2p(x;y) = 2
2
4 yy>A 2F(x;y)
2F(x;y)> Axx>
3
5 = 2
2
4 C(w) 2F(x;y)
2F(x;y)> B(z)
3
5; (5.34)
where F(x;y) =
2
6 6
4
y>A1(x)
. . .
y>An(x)
3
7 7
5 and Ai(x) =
"
n X
k=1
aijklxk
#
1j;lm
are m  m matrices.
Theorem 5.3 Let ( x;  y) = (T1( z);T2( w)) 2 n  m with  z  o and  w  o. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(a) ( x;  y) is a KKT point for (1.1) which satises the second-order necessary optimality
condition (3.6);
15(b) ( z;  w) is a KKT point for (4.7) which satises the second-order necessary optimality
condition (4.32);
Proof. (a) ) (b). Since ( x;  y) is a KKT point for problem (1.1), by Theorem 5.2, it follows
that ( z;  w) is a KKT point for problem (4.7), i.e., (4.13) holds. Now we prove (4.32). For any
(u;v) 2 Rn  Rm, we dene two vectors  =  Z(u    z) and  =  W(v     w), where  =  z>u
and  =  w>v. It is easy to verify that, i = 0 for every i 62 I( x) and
P
i2I( x) i = 0, and j = 0
for every j 62 J( y) and
P
j2J( y) j = 0, where I( x) = fi :  xi > 0g and J( y) = fj :  yj > 0g. This
shows that (;) 2 T ( x;  y). Consequently, by the second-order necessary condition (3.6), we
have
0 
2
4 

3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4 

3
5
=
2
4
 Zu
 Wv
3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4
 Zu
 Wv
3
5   2
2
4   Z z
  W  w
3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4
 Zu
 Wv
3
5
+
2
4   Z z
  W  w
3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4   Z z
  W  w
3
5 :
(5.35)
By (5.34) for x =  x and y =  y, it follows that the rst term on the right-hand side of (5.35)
amounts to
2
4
 Zu
 Wv
3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4
 Zu
 Wv
3
5 = 2
2
4 u
v
3
5
> 2
4
 ZC( w)  Z 2  Z  F  W
2  W  F>  Z  WB( z)  W
3
5
2
4 u
v
3
5 ; (5.36)
where we denote  F = F( x;  y). Moreover, it is easy to verify that  z>  Z  F  W  w =  x>  F  y =
Pn
i=1  xi y>Ai( x) y = p( x;  y) = g( z;  w), which implies, together with the fact that g( z;  w) =
 z>  ZC( w)  Z z =  w>  WB( z)  W  w, that the last term on the right-hand side of (5.35) equals
2
4   Z z
  W  w
3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4   Z z
  W  w
3
5 = 2
 
2 z>  ZC( w)  Z z + 4 z>  Z  F  W  w + 2  w>  WB( z)  W  w

= 2g( z;  w)
 
2 + 4 + 2
= 2g( z;  w)
2
4 u
v
3
5
> 2
4  z z> 2 z w>
2 w z>  w w>
3
5
2
4 u
v
3
5 ;
(5.37)
where the last equality comes from the fact that  =  z>u and  =  w>v. On the other hand, we
16have
 w>  W  F>  Zu =

 y>A1( x) y; ;  y>An( x) y
  Zu
=
 
[( y y>A) x]1 z1; ;[( y y>A) x]n zn

u
=
  ZC( w)  Z z
> u
= g( z;  w)( z>u);
where the last equality comes from (4.13), using Theorem 5.2. This implies
  w>  W  F>  Zu = g( z;  w)(v>  w)( z>u): (5.38)
Similarly, we can prove that
 z>  Z  F  Wv = g( z;  w)(u> z)( w>v): (5.39)
Consequently, by (4.13), (5.38) and (5.39), it follows that the middle term on the right-hand
side of (5.35)
2
4   Z z
  W  w
3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4
 Zu
 Wv
3
5 = 2 z>  ZC( w)  Zu + 2  w>  WB( z)  Wv
+ 4 z>  Z  F  Wv + 4  w>  W  F>  Zu
= 2g( z;  w)(u> z)( z>u) + 2g( z;  w)(v>  w)( w>v)
+ 4g( z;  w)(u> z)( w>v) + 4g( z;  w)(v>  w)( z>u)
= 2g( z;  w)
2
4 u
v
3
5
> 2
4  z z> 2 z w>
2 w z>  w w>
3
5
2
4 u
v
3
5 :
(5.40)
By combining (5.35), (5.36), (5.37) and (5.40), we obtain
0 
2
4 

3
5
>
r2p( x;  y)
2
4 

3
5
= 2
2
4 u
v
3
5
> 0
@
2
4
 ZC( w)  Z 2  Z  F  W
2  W  F>  Z  WB( z)  W
3
5   g( z;  w)
2
4  z z> 2 z w>
2 w z>  w w>
3
5
1
A
2
4 u
v
3
5 ;
which implies that
2
4
 ZC( w)  Z 2  Z  F  W
2  W  F>  Z  WB( z)  W
3
5   g( z;  w)
2
4  z z> 2 z w>
2 w z>  w w>
3
5  0: (5.41)
On the other hand, since
Pn
k=1  xkCik = Ai( x), it is easy to verify via (4.10) that
r2
zwg( z;  w) = 16
2
6 6
6 6
6
4
 z1
Pn
k=1  z2
k  w>  WC1k  W
 z2
Pn
k=1  z2
k  w>  WC2k  W
. . .
 zn
Pn
k=1  z2
k  w>  WCnk  W
3
7 7
7 7
7
5
= 16  Z
2
6 6
6 6
6
4
 y> (
Pn
k=1  xkC1k)  W
 y> (
Pn
k=1  xkC2k)  W
. . .
 y> (
Pn
k=1  xkCnk)  W
3
7 7
7 7
7
5
= 16  Z  F  W :
17Recall also that C( w)  Z z +  e  o and B( z)  W  w +  e  o from (3.5), which means that
2Diag
 
C( w)  Z z

+  In  0 and 2Diag
 
B( z)  W  w

+  Im  0. By combining this, (4.11) and
(5.41), we know that (4.32) is true.
(b))(a). Since xi = z2
i for i = 1; ;n and yj = w2
j for j = 1; ;m, the rst-order condition
(4.13) can be rewritten equivalently as
8
<
:
(2[C( w) x]i +  )  zi = 0; for i = 1; ;n;
 
2[B( z) y]j +  

 wj = 0; for j = 1; ;m:
Notice that  xi > 0 if and only if  zi > 0, and  yj > 0 if and only if  wj > 0. If  xi > 0,
then 2[C( w) x]i +   = 0, which means [( y y>A) x]i +   = 0, if we dene   = 1
2  , because
C( w) =  y y>A. Else, i.e., if  xi = 0, we choose u = ei 2 Rn and v = o 2 Rm. By (4.32), we
obtain
0 
2
4 ei
o
3
5
> 0
@r2g( z;  w) + 2 In+m + 4 
2
4  z z> 2 z w>
2 w z>  w w>
3
5
1
A
2
4 ei
o
3
5 ;
which implies
0  8e>
i  ZC( w)  Zei + 4e>
i Diag[C( w)  Z z]ei + 2  + 4 ( z>ei)2 :
This means that 0  2[C( w) x]i +  , from the fact that  Zei =  zi =  z>ei = 0 and  Z z =  x.
Consequently, we have [( y y>A) x]i +    0. The rst two expressions in (3.5) hold. Similarly,
we can prove that other two expressions in (3.5) are also true. Therefore, ( x;  y) is a KKT point
for problem (1.1) with the corresponding multipliers   =  =2 and   =  =2 =  . Now let us
prove that ( x;  y) satises also the second-order condition (3.6). Let [u>;v>]> 2 T ( x;  y). We
dene (;) 2 Rn  Rm by
i =
8
<
:
0 if  zi = 0;
ui
 zi
if  zi > 0
and j =
8
<
:
0 if  wj = 0;
vj
 wj
if  wj > 0:
Then we have  Z = u and  W = v. Moreover, it holds that
 z> =
n X
i=1
i zi =
X
i2I( x)
i zi =
X
i2I( x)
ui = 0
and
 w> =
m X
j=1
j  wj =
X
j2J( y)
j  wj =
X
j2J( y)
vj = 0:
On the other hand, by (4.13), it is easy to prove that
>Diag

C( w)  Z z

 =
X
i2I( x)
[C( w)  Z z]i2
i =  
 
2
kk2
18and
>Diag

B( z)  W  w

 =
X
j2J( y)
[B( z)  W  w]j2
j =  
 
2
kk2 :
Therefore, by (4.32), we obtain
0 
2
4 

3
5
> 0
@r2g( z;  w) + 2 In+m + 4 
2
4  z z> 2 z w>
2 w z>  w w>
3
5
1
A
2
4 

3
5
= 8

>  ZC( w)  Z + >  WB( z)  W

+ 4
 
>Diag

C( w)  Z z

 + >Diag

B( z)  W  w



+ 32>  Z  F  W + 2 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
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>
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5 ;
using (5.34). This shows that the second-order condition (3.6) holds, and the proof of the
theorem is complete.
Theorem 5.3 states the relations among points satisfying the second order necessary condi-
tions of problems (1.1) and (4.7). Hence, if we want to use the bi-quartic formulation to obtain
a solution of the original problem (1.1), we need an algorithm that converges to second-order
KKT points of problem (4.7).
6 A penalty method for StBQPs
The bi-quartic formulation (4.7) of the StBQP can be solved by a penalty method, which is
based upon the use of a continuously dierentiable exact penalty function. Our main technique
used in this section follows lines similar to that of [5].
6.1 A continuously dierentiable penalty function
For the tensor A in (1.1), we denote by a and a the maximum and minimum elements in A,
respectively. It is clear that  kAkF  a  a    1
(mn)2kAkF < 0 < kAkF, from the assumption
that all entries of A are negative. Then, for any (z;w) 2 Rn  Rm, we readily verify that
 kAkFkzk4kwk4  akzk4kwk4  g(z;w)  akzk4kwk4  kAkFkzk4kwk4: (6.42)
19For the bi-quartic optimization problem (4.7), we introduce an exact penalty function, which
is dened by
P(z;w;") := g(z;w) + 1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 + 1
"
 
kwk4   1
2
+(z;w)
 
kzk2   1

+ (z;w)
 
kwk2   1

;
where (z;w) =  2g(z;w). Then
P(z;w;") = g(z;w)
 
5   2kzk2   2kwk2
+
1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 +
1
"
 
kwk4   1
2 :
Note that the denition of P is similar to (but not the same as) the denition of the penalty
function used in [5] and [13], which can ensure that the level set of P is bounded without any
assumption other than g < 0.
It is easily seen that P(;;") is twice continuously dierentiable on Rn  Rm for any xed
" > 0. Moreover, it holds that
rP(z;w;") = rg(z;w)
 
5   2kzk2   2kwk2
  4g(z;w)
2
4 z
w
3
5
+
8
"
 
kzk4   1

kzk2
2
4 z
o
3
5 +
8
"
 
kwk4   1

kwk2
2
4 o
w
3
5
(6.43)
and
r2P(z;w;") = r2g(z;w)
 
5   2kzk2   2kwk2
  4g(z;w)In+m
 4rg(z;w)
2
4 z
w
3
5
>
  4
2
4 z
w
3
5rg(z;w)>
+
8
"
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2
4 In 0
0 0
3
5 +
8
"
 
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
kwk2
2
4 0 0
0 Im
3
5
+
16
"
 
3kzk4   1

2
4 zz> 0
0 0
3
5 +
16
"
 
3kwk4   1

2
4 0 0
0 ww>
3
5 :
(6.44)
For any xed (z0;w0) 2 Rn  Rm, let us dene the sub-level set of P
L0 =

(z;w) 2 Rn  Rm : P(z;w;")  P(z0;w0;")
	
:
Denote
 " =
1
kAkF
min
(
2
 
C4   1
2
C8(7 + 5C8)
;
2
 
1   #42
2 + 5(C8 + #8)
;
 
C4   1
2
3C8 ;
#4
3(C6 + C4)
)
; (6.45)
20where # 2 (0;1) and C > 1 are user-selected constants. If C is large and #2C  1, a safe rule of
thumb is  "  [3C8kAkF] 1.
Now we state and prove the following theorem, which characterizes the boundedness of the
sub-level set without any assumption. This theorem implies the existence of a global minimizer
and the boundedness of the sequence generated by an unconstrained method.
Theorem 6.1 Let (z0;w0) 2 RnRm be a point such that kz0k = 1 and kw0k = 1. If # 2 (0;1)
and C > 1 are the constants appearing in (6.45), then for 0 < " <  "
L0  f(z;w) 2 Rn  Rm : #  kzk  C; #  kwk  Cg:
Proof. Since kz0k = 1 and kw0k = 1, it follows that
P(z0;w0;") = g(z0;w0)  kAkF:
Moreover, it holds that for any (z;w) 2 Rn  Rm,
P(z;w;") 
8
> > > > > > <
> > > > > > :
akzk4kwk4  
5   2kzk2   2kwk2
+
1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 +
1
"
 
kwk4   1
2 ;
if 5 < 2kzk2 + 2kwk2 ;
akzk4kwk4  
5   2kzk2   2kwk2
+
1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 +
1
"
 
kwk4   1
2 ;
if 5  2kzk2 + 2kwk2 ;
which implies that
P(z;w;") 
8
> <
> :
5akzk4kwk4 +
1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 +
1
"
 
kwk4   1
2 ; if 5 < 2kzk2 + 2kwk2 ;
5akzk4kwk4 +
1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 +
1
"
 
kwk4   1
2 ; if 5  2kzk2 + 2kwk2 ;
since a  a < 0. Hence, by (6.42), we have
P(z;w;")   5kAkFkzk4kwk4 +
1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 +
1
"
 
kwk4   1
2
  
5
2
kAkF
 
kzk8 + kwk8
+
1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 +
1
"
 
kwk4   1
2 :
(6.46)
Now we rst prove that kzk > C > 1 and kwk  C implies P(z;w;") > P(z0;w0;"). Since
kwk  C, by (6.46), it follows that
P(z;w;")   
5
2
kAkF
 
kzk8 + C8
+
1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 : (6.47)
On the other hand, since " <  " 
2(C4 1)
2
kAkFC8(7+5C8), we obtain
" <
 
kzk4   1
2
kAkF
 
1 + 5
2(1 + C8)

kzk8;
21which implies that
" <
 
kzk4   1
2
kAkF
 
1 + 5
2(kzk8 + C8)
:
By combining this and (6.47), we know that P(z;w;") > kAkF  P(z0;w0;"). Similarly, we
may prove that kwk > C > 1 and kzk  C implies P(z;w;") > P(z0;w0;").
Secondly, we prove that kzk  C and kwk < # < 1 implies P(z;w;") > P(z0;w0;"). By (6.46),
we only need to prove
 
5
2
kAkF
 
C8 + #8
+
1
"
 
kwk4   1
2 > kAkF; (6.48)
under the given conditions. Since " <  " 
2(1 #4)
2
kAkF(2+5(C8+#8)), we obtain
" <
 
1   kwk42
kAkF
 
1 + 5
2(C8 + #8)
;
because of kwk < # < 1. Hence (6.48) holds. Similarly, we may prove that kzk < # < 1 and
kwk  C implies P(z;w;") > P(z0;w0;").
Finally, we prove that kzk > C > 1 and kwk > C > 1 implies P(z;w;") > P(z0;w0;"). To this
end, we only need prove
8
<
:
 5
2kAkFkzk8 + 1
"
 
kzk4   1
2 > 1
2kAkF and
 5
2kAkFkwk8 + 1
"
 
kwk4   1
2 > 1
2kAkF :
(6.49)
From (6.45) and the condition that kzk > C > 1, it follows that
" <
 
kzk4   1
2
3kAkFkzk8 ;
which implies
" <
2
 
kzk4   1
2
kAkF (1 + 5kzk8)
:
By this, the rst relation in (6.49) holds. The second relation in (6.49) can be similarly proved.
Hence we obtain the desired result.
By means of the penalty function P, the problem of locating a constrained global minimizer
of problem (4.7) is recast as the problem of locating an unconstrained global minimizer of P.
About the one-to-one correspondence between global/local solutions of (4.7) and global/local
minimizers of the penalty function P, we have the following two theorems. The arguments are
quite standard for the penalty approach, so we omit the proofs here and refer to [5] for details.
Theorem 6.2 (Correspondence of global minimizers). For 0 < " <  " as in (6.45). Every global
minimizer of problem (4.7) is a global minimizer of P(z;w;") and conversely.
22Theorem 6.3 (Correspondence of local minimizers). For 0 < " <  " as in (6.45). Let ( z;  w)
be a local minimizer of P(z;w;"). Then ( z;  w) is a local solution to problem (4.7), and the
associated KKT multipliers are (( z;  w);( z;  w)).
The following theorem describes the relationship between the stationary points of P(z;w;")
and (4.7).
Theorem 6.4 (First-order exactness property). For 0 < " <  " as in (6.45), a point ( z;  w) 2 L0
is a stationary point of P(z;w;") if and only if ( z;  w) is a KKT point for problem (4.7), and
the associated KKT multipliers are (( z;  w);( z;  w)).
Proof. ((). Since ( z;  w) is a KKT point for problem (4.7), i.e., (4.12) holds, it is in particular
feasible. Consequently, by (6.43), we have
rP( z;  w;") = rg( z;  w) + 2( z;  w)
2
4  z
 w
3
5 = o:
()). If rP( z;  w;") = o, then we have
"
4
 z>rzP( z;  w;") = 0 and
"
4
 w>rwP( z;  w;") = 0:
Now let 1 = k zk2 1 and 2 = k wk2 1. Then the above equations imply together with (6.43),
that

2k zk4  
k zk2 + 1

  3"g( z;  w)

1  2"g( z;  w)2 = 0
 2"g( z;  w)1 +

2k wk4  
k wk2 + 1

  3"g( z;  w)

2 = 0
9
=
;
(6.50)
Notice that the determinant of this homogeneous system of linear equations in [1;2]> is
 =

 
 

2k zk4  
k zk2 + 1

  3"g( z;  w)  2"g( z;  w)
 2"g( z;  w) 2k wk4  
k wk2 + 1

  3"g( z;  w)

 
 

= 4k zk4k wk4  
k zk2 + 1
 
k wk2 + 1

+ 5"2g2( z;  w)
  6"g( z;  w)

k zk4  
k zk2 + 1

+ k wk4  
k wk2 + 1

 2

2k zk6k wk6   3"kAkFk zk4k wk4 
k zk4  
k zk2 + 1

+ k wk4  
k wk2 + 1
	
 2#8 
2#4   6"kAkF
 
C6 + C4	
> 0;
where the rst inequality comes from (6.42), and the last inequality is due to (6.45). Therefore,
it follows from (6.50) that 1 = 2 = 0, i.e., k zk2 = 1 and k wk2 = 1. Consequently, from (6.43),
23we obtain
rg( z;  w) + 2( z;  w)
2
4  z
 w
3
5 = o;
which means that ( z;  w) is a KKT point for problem (4.7) with the multipliers   =   = ( z;  w),
and the proof is complete.
For the second-order optimality condition of (4.7), we have
Theorem 6.5 (Second-order exactness property). For 0 < " <  " as in (6.45), let ( z;  w) 2 L0
be a stationary point of P(z;w;") satisfying the standard second-order necessary conditions for
unconstrained optimality. Then ( z;  w) satises the second-order necessary conditions for problem
(4.7).
Proof. By Theorem 6.4, the rst-order optimality conditions hold. Therefore, it follows that
k zk2 = 1 and k wk2 = 1. Moreover, we obtain
rg( z;  w) + 2( z;  w)
2
4  z
 w
3
5 = o;
which implies, together with (6.44), that
r2P( z;  w;") = r2g( z;  w)   4g( z;  w)In+m + 16( z;  w)
2
4  z z>  z w>
 w z>  w w>
3
5 +
32
"
2
4  z z> 0
0  w w>
3
5:
Consequently, for every (u;v) 2 Rn  Rm with  z>u =  w>v = 0, we have
0 
2
4 u
v
3
5
>
r2P( z;  w;")
2
4 u
v
3
5 =
2
4 u
v
3
5
>
 
r2g( z;  w) + 2( z;  w)In+m

2
4 u
v
3
5 ;
which shows that (4.16) holds and the proof is complete.
6.2 Penalty method guarantees improvement
Theorems 6.2 and 6.5 show that we may generate a sequence f(zk;wk)g via an unconstrained
method for the minimization of the penalty function P, which converges to a point ( z;  w)
satisfying the second order necessary conditions. Indeed, by Theorem 6.5, stationary points of
P in L0 satisfying the second order necessary conditions, are points satisfying the second-order
24necessary conditions for problem (4.7) which, in turn, by Theorem 5.3 are points satisfying the
second-order necessary condition (3.6) for the StBQP (1.1).
We observe that given a feasible starting point (z0;w0) any reasonable unconstrained mini-
mization algorithm is able to locate a KKT point with a lower value of the objective function.
In fact, any of these algorithms obtains a stationary point ( z;  w) for P such that P( z;  w;") 
P(z0;w0;"). Then Theorem 6.5 ensures that ( z;  w) is a KKT point of problem (4.7). On the
other hand, if (z0;w0) is a feasible point for (4.7), recalling the denition of P, we get that
g( z;  w) = P( z;  w;") < P(z0;w0;") = g( z;  w):
In conclusion, by using an unconstrained optimization algorithm, we get a KKT point ( z;  w) of
the problem (4.7) with a value of the objective function lower than the value at the starting point
(z0;w0). However, in general, the point ( z;  w) obtained by the algorithm mentioned above is
not a global minimizer of the problem (1.1). In order to obtain a global solution of the problem
(1.1), we may use some appropriate global technique to `escape' from local solutions.
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